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INTRODUCTION1
The Problem and Importance of the Study
The production of green-wrap tomatoes for fresh market is an
important cash enterprise in limited areas of West Tennessee. In
1952producers received a cash income of $975,000 from the sale of
green-wraps. The average income from this crop for the 10-year
period, 1941-1950,was $1,378,000.
Green-wrap tomatoes are grown chiefly in the Humboldt area
comprising most of Gibson County and adjoining parts of Crockett,
Madison, and Carroll Counties, the bulk of the production centering
in an area some 30 miles in diameter. Small quantities of green-
wraps are produced in Lauderdale County in the Ripley area, but the
major part of the fresh market crop in Lauderdale County is mar-
keted as pink tomatoes. ACREAGE (INDEX)
Tennessee's relative 200 ...-------------- •....•.•
importance a's a producer
for the green-wrap mar-
ket has fluctuated sharp-
ly during the last three
decades, ranking 17th in
1919, 7th in 1929 and
17th again in 1950. A
relative comparison of
the trend of tomato pro-
duction in the United
States and Tennessee
from 1920 through 1949
indicates tha t Tennes-
see's acreage has been
declining sharply since
1929 compared to the
trend in U. S. acreage
which was upward
through 1947 (Figure 1).
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Figure I.-Trend of tomato acreage, Tennessee
and United States, 1920-1949 (1935·1939 acre-
age = 100 percent).
Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Annual
Summaries of Truck Crops. Mimeographed Report:::: (Wash-
ington, D. C.. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 1920-1949).
-----'Thi' sub-project was part of the Southern Re~ional SM-3 tomato marketing project conducted
under the Research and Marketing Act of 1946. Arkansa', South Carolina, Florida, Kentucky and
Texas participated in various phases of the project.
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In addition to the green-wrap area in West Tennessee, where
tomatoes are sold for processing after the green-wrap season is
terminated, small acreages of tomatoes are produced in numerous
other counties of Tennessee. The tomatoes which are produced for
the fresh market in the counties outside the green-wrap area are
usually sold on the produce markets of Memphis, Nashville, Chatta-
nooga, Knoxville, and other cities of Tennessee (Figure 2).
Source: United States Census of Agriculture, 1950 (Washington, D. C., Superintendent of
Documents, United States Government Printing Office.)
Several factors probably have contributed to Tennessee's de-
cline, since 1929, in relative importance as a producer of tomatoes
for the fresh market. More opportunities to shift into other enter-
prises providing a better return may have developed in Tennessee
than in other competing states. Wide fluctuations in tomato prices
from year to year compared to relatively stable prices for storable
crops may have been an important factor. Moreover, technological
advances in tomato production may have been more adaptable to
conditions in these other states than in Tennessee. However, it
may be that the principal explanation for this decline in Tennessee's
relative importance lies: (1) in her failure to produce and deliver
to the consumer tomatoes having the characteristics the consumer
prefers, and (2) in the continued existence of improper methods of
production and marketing, which result in tremendous wastage of
product, and consequently, in lower returns to growers.
Evidence available from an earlier study and from an early
phase of this study seemed to substantiate the above conclusion
and, as a result, influenced greatly the conduct of this study. A
report published in December, 1947, of a study of the acceptability
of Tennessee tomatoes in the Detroit market emphasized that
tomatoes shipped from Tennessee had been harvested before ma-
turity.2 A rep
stated that gr
tomatoes at e
consumer.3
Analysis (
somewhat ove}
reachedthe cOl
approached th
Thus the two
failure to prod
andheavy cos1
ketingprocess
tocut the prof
a result, farm
reducing the
green-wrap to
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turity.2 A report from the same study released in February, 1949,
stated that greater care should be exercised in the handling of
tomatoes at every step of marketing from field picking to the
consumer.a
Analysis of an early phase of this present study showed that
somewhat over one-half of the tomatoes actually on the vine never
reached the consumer, having been wasted either on the vine as they
approached the picking stage or between the vine and consumer.4
Thus the two circumstances of a weakening demand (due to the
failure to produce tomatoes meeting the consumers' requirements)
and heavy costs of exorbitant wastefulness in production and mar-
keting processes appeared to operate like the twin blades of scissors
to cut the profit out of the farmers' tomato growing enterprise. As
a result, farmers were shifting toward other enterprises, thereby
reducing the relative importance of Tennessee as a producer of
green-wrap tomatoes.
Specific Objectives
The specific objectives of this study are:
(1) To ascertain: (a) where Knoxville's tomatoes originate;
(b) the type of stores utilized for tomato purchases; (c) who buys
tomatoes at local outlets; (d) the days when most tomatoes are
purchased.
(2) To determine consumer preferences: (a) bulk and pack-
aged tomatoes; (b) brand names; (c) size of purchases; (d) varie-
ties; (e) size preferences for shipped-in and home-grown tomatoes
and to compare, where applicable, the relative value of the interview
and actual purchase experiment methods as a means of determining
consumer preferences; to determine whether U.S.D.A. size specifi-
cations coincide with the consumers' concept of what the terms
"small," "medium," "large," and "very large" imply; (f) grades;
(g) ripeness.
(3) To delineate the specific factors which consumers consider
most important when buying tomatoes.
(4) To measure the effects of family size, income, and tomato
prices as they relate to the consumption of tomatoes, and to deter-
mineconsumer demand for grades A, Band C tomatoes.
2Arthur C. Meyer, Report on Tomatoes in the Detroit Market (Knoxville. Tennessee: Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, University of Tennessee, Circular No. 79, December 1947), p. 4.
3Arthur C. Meyer, Report on Tomatoes in the Detroit Market (Knoxville, Tennessee: Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, University of Tennessee, Circular No. 82, February 1949). p. 7.
4William }J. Goble, Master's Thesis, Practices Affecting the Marketable Yield and Quality of
Tomatoes in West Tennessee (Knoxville, Tennessee: University of Tennessee, December 1950), p. 9.
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(5) To obtain preferences of retailers and wholesalers for
packaged and bulk tomatoes, for size, grade, ripeness, market pre-
para tion, and storage methods.
(6) To determine needed adjustments in both production and
marketing practices of producers and marketing practices of whole-
salers and retailers as revealed by preferences of consumers.
(7) To determine whether tomato producers are following
recommended production and marketing practices.
(8) To determine the effects of specified production and mar-
keting practices on the marketable yield and quality of tomatoes.
Method of Procedure and Source of Data
This study is comprised of three separate phases, covering
four years' work. The first phase, conducted in 1949, involved a
study of the production and marketing practices affecting the mar-
ketable yield and quality of tomatoes in West Tennessee. The coun-
ties of the Humboldt and Ripley areas were selected on the basis of
all tomato acreage.s The second phase was concerned with con-
sumers' preferences regarding desired qualities and characteristics
of tomatoes. The interviews for the second phase of the study
were conducted during the summer of 1950 in Knoxville. This phase
served as a pilot study for the third phase. The universe for the
survey in the second phase was 39,143 households in the city of
Knoxville, 545 retail grocers, and 23 wholesale grocers.6 The third
phase, conducted during the summers of 1951 and 1952, consisted
of controlled experiments in four Knoxville retail grocery stores.7
The consumer preference study, based upon interviews in consum-
ers' homes, was used as a pilot study. The store experiments made
it possible to examine the behavior of consumers when confronted
with actual alternatives among which to choose. It was felt that
patterns of consumer preference so revealed in an actual choice-
making situation might differ substantially-and be more mean-
ingful-than mere expressions of preferences in interviews by con-
sumers not involved in actual choice-making processes. Inasmuch
tiThe Hample was distributed proportionately over the selected counties by selecting Civil Dis-
tricts on the basis of their total tomato acreag-e. A grid with numbered squares was placed over
each Civil District section of a General Highway and Transportation map of each county, A
random Hample was taken, the number drawn being proportionate to the acreage of tomatoes for
the particular district. Data for this study were obtained by personal interview with 129
producers with one-half acre or mo're of tomatoes in five West Tennessee counties and 19 packer-
buyers in the same area.
0The city was dividc{l into three rental areas based upon the average monthly rental paid
within the area. The survey covered a cross-section sample of the private households in the
universe, ten percent of the merchants, and all of the wholesale tomato dealers in Knoxville.
7Three of the stores were selected on the basis of income areas used as a basis of classification
in the former study.. Market acceptance for selected quality factorS! was determined by actual
purchases of consumers.
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as most attempts at studying consumer preferences are of the latter
type, it was felt that the reliability of evidence so obtained should
be put to some kind of objective test.H
Basically, the study consists of two parts, paralleling the two
basic forces which it is believed operate to reduce the profitability
of Tennessee tomato production. Part I (which combines phase 2
and 3 of the study) is an analysis of factors affecting consumer ac-
ceptance of Tennessee tomatoes, as revealed by interviews with
100consumers, 57 retailers, and 23 wholesalers, and as revealed by
actual store experiments involving four stores and the purchase
decisions of several thousand consumers, 910 of whom were given
brief supplementary interviews. Part II, which chronologically
was conducted first, and so referred to above as phase 1, consisted
of a study of the more important factors causing wastage of Ten-
nessee produced tomatoes with the resultant great reduction in
the profitableness of green-wrap tomato production in the state.
Origin of Fresh Tomatoes
Figure 3 indicates that the West Tennessee green-wrap pro-
ducers market substantial quantities of fresh tomatoes in Knox-
ville. Production areas in 11 other states and in Mexico also fur-
nish a considerable volume of tomatoes to the Knoxville market.
The Tennessee producers' interest is chiefly focused on the summer
season, inasmuch as most of their tomato crop is produced during
this season.
Tomato acreage for fresh market in the Knoxville production
area declined sharply from 2,370 to 1,496 acres from 1940 to 1950.
The density of production in the Knoxville area is indicated in
Figure 4.
CONSUMERS' BUYING BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
AND PREFERENCES
Some Factors Influencing Tomato Consumption
Seasonal Pattern and Level of Consumption-To the extent
that average monthly rent reflects differences in consumer income,
"The point at hisue really is whether the circumstances which play upon an interviewee in
a non-choIce-making situation are the same as in a situation \vher'e he is actually making a
choke and therehy committing himself to its consequences. The authors felt that general cultural
suasions operate much more powerfully relative to personal preferences in an interview than
in actual choice-making situations. An interviewee may be inclined to state a preference for
"medium" size tomatoes because that seems more "proper," but actually buy larg-e tomatoes,
thinking- of the greater ease of preparation. Such an inconsistency does not reflect dishonesty or
ignorance of her preference on the part of the interviewee; it suggests only that different
motivating factors play upon her in an interview than in an actual choice-making situation.
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Figure 3.-0rigin of fresh tomatoes received in Knoxville by carlot equivalents,
July 1949 - July 1950.
PERCENT OF TOTAL
CROP AREAS
II;) UNDER 5
[llJ 5 - 9.9
~ 10- 14.9
~ 15 - 20
• OVER 20
Figure 4.-Density of tomato production for fresh market in the Knoxville area.
Source: 1950 Census of Agriculture, Preliminary Report (Washing-ton. D. C., Bureau of the
Census, U. S. Government Printing Office).
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the seasonal pattern of tomato consumption is independent of in-
come, according to evidence obtained from 100 consumers in three
different rental areas in Knoxville. However, the level of con-
sumption is a function of income (Figure 5), at least in that the
Figure 5.-Average family consumption of fresh tomatoes in Knoxville, by
rental areas, retail weight, .July 1949 - July 1950.
high rental group consumes more tomatoes than do the other two
rental groups.
This survey indicates that per capita tomato consumption in
Knoxville was 21.3 pounds, or 2 pounds less than the national
average, for the period July 1949 to July 1950. The trend of toma-
to consumption in the United States increased sharply from 1928
to 1945 (see Appendix Figure 1 for details).
Seasonal Influence of Income and Size of Family on Consump-
tion-Since consumption of tomatoes varies materially from one
locality to another, it is of interest to isolate as accurately as possi-
ble the factors influencing tomato consumption in different areas
where Tennessee tomatoes are sold.
It was found that consumer income and family size have very
little influence on the consumption of tomatoes during the summer
when tomatoes are plentiful. On the other hand, 30 percent of the
OUNCES
250....------------------------..
200 /
/. -.-'_.- '-.
150
100
-------_/
50
WINTER SPRING
LOW RENTAL GROUP
MEDIUM RENTAL GROUP
HIGH RENTAL GROUP
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variation in tomato consumption in the spring, and 25 and 22 percent
of the variation in the fall and winter respectively were accounted
for by variation in income and size of the consumer's family. Fur-
ther analysis indicated that income variation accounted for about
three times the changes in tomato consumpton as size of family.
(For additional information see Appendix Table 1).
Place of Purchase
Almost half of the 100 customers interviewed in their homes
said that they usually purchased tomatoes in independent stores;
two-fifths of them said they usually made purchases in corporate
and local chain stores; the remaining buyers said they obtained
tomatoes from local curb markets and from hucksters who sold
vegetables in residential areas.
Who Does the Buying
Wives made nearly four-fifths of the purchases and husbands
about one-tenth. The remaining purchases were made by children
and domestic employees. Improvements in quality and grades
should be made to meet preferences of housewives, since they make
most of the purchases.
Time of Purchase
Purchases of tomatoes varied widely during the week. More
than half the purchases were made on Saturday and Friday, nearly
30 percent of the week's total on Saturday. The fewest were made
on Monday and Wednesday (Table 1). By adjusting the volume
of tomatoes in storage to consumer demand, wholesalers may pre-
vent gluts on the market and meet demands for maturity more
accurately.
Ta(,f,' I.-f)ays fresh to/lIa!ocs or,' II/OS! tn'lllIcII!!y (>lIrchascd I,y 100'" COllSIlIi/as
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
- ------_.----- - - ----_ ....._----------~------_ ..~--
Number 17 28 17 25 44
Percent of total 9.2 15.2 9.2 13.6 23.9
53 184
28.9 100.0
*Sorne consumers }'eportt'd purchases on mO'"e than one day.
Size of Purchase
Approximately two-fifths of the tomato purchases were re-
ported in interviews to be from one to two pounds and about the
same proportion ranged from two to three pounds (Table 2). To
Total
Sizeof Purchase
Pounds
Less than 1
lto 2
2 to 3
3 to 4
4to 5
Sand over
Total
Table3.-Si.~c
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Table 2.-Size of each t0111alo purchase aeeordiJlg to 380 WJlSIl1J1er iJllen'iews in 3 retail
grocer}' slores, AU!Just, 1951===~"---~-----"------~-_._-_ .._._-_ ...
Number of
Consumers
---=-------c-. --~----~----~------.~----- --- ... ---
Pound8
Size of Purchase
Percentage of
Consumers
Less than 1
1 to 2
2 to 3
3 to 4
4 to 5
5 and over-------
Total
9
168
166
26
10
1
.~--~----_.-
380
2.4
44.2
43.7
6.8
2.6
.3
---_._-~-
100.0
serve as an additional check on information given in a non-choice-
making situation, a representative number of observations were
made of the actual amount of tomatoes purchased by consumers.
The average amount purchased per customer was 1.9 pounds. The
size of purchase has a direct bearing on the packing of home-grown
tomatoes. Should it be practicable to sell home-grown tomatoes
in small cartons or baskets in retail stores, it is apparent that their
capacity should not be over two to three pounds. Furthermore,
if a durable package can be manufactured, consideration might be
given to selling shipped tomatoes in two- or three-pound containers.
An additional check was made of the weekly size of tomato
purchases by 87 consumers. The modal group reported they pur-
chased two pounds per week. In some cases (how many we do not
know) the weekly purchase is equal to the amount purchased at
one time (Table 3).
Table .1.-Si.~e of 101l1alo /,ltrc!las,'s as r,'/,orlcd 1,,\' 8/ (ol/Sl/ll/iTS iI/ !"Jlo.l'i'ille,
j'('JlJI('ss,"', JIII/I', !')50
Size of Purchase During
Last Seven Days--- --------- .._---
Pounds
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
----------
Total
Number of
C'()nHum(lr~
Percent of Total
Consumer::;
14
29
23
10
4
3
4
87
16.1
33.4
26.4
11.5
4.6
3.4
4.6
100.0
Grades and Varieties Purchased
Two-fifths of the customers reported they did not know the
grades of tomatoes purchased. Since a large percentage of the
tomatoes sold by farmers on the produce market and by retailers
have not been graded, it is natural that consumers are not yet
grade-conscious.
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Likewise, the consumer who distinguished varieties in the
retail store was an exception.
Form of Purchase (Bulk or Cartons)
Considerable developments have taken place in the prepackag-
ing of many foods formerly sold in bulk and packaged at the time
of sale. In the case of tomatoes, cartons holding three to five
tomatoes came into general use. These cartons, made of cardboard
and usually having cellophane tops, are commonly referred to in
the trade as "tubes." Such prepackaging of food often results in
economies of labor in merchandising, in adding to the attractiveness
and sales appeal of the product and, in some cases-such as toma-
toes- in a sharp reduction in waste due to handling of the product
by consumers. To determine whether these savings outweigh the
additional costs of these display cartons, the costs to the whole-
saler and retailer of packing and handling bulk as compared with
cartoned tomatoes were computed by making case studies with
two wholesalers and two retail grocery stores. The case studies
give a comparison of the cost of materials and labor9 for packing
20- and 40-pound cardboard boxes in which tomatoes are ordinarily
packed for bulk sales and 14-ounce consumer cartons for two
wholesalers in Knoxville. To the labor cost is added one-fourth of
the cost of the 20- and 40-pound cardboard boxes, since they are
ordinarily used four times. The average cost, so computed, was
.3 of a cent per pound for bulk, as compared to 2.8 cents per pound
for the 14-ounce cartoned tomatoes, representing a 2.5 cents per
pound differential. The wholesalers from whom the data were
obtained sold cartoned tomatoes at the same price per carton as
the price per pound of bulk tomatoes. The additional cost of 2.5
cents per pound for packaging tomatoes in cartons was offset by the
fact that the consumer cartons must hold a minimum of only 14
ounces or slightly under a pound of tomatoes. (This weight will
range from a minimum of 14 ounces to 16 ounces.) Moreover, evi-
dence to be presented later suggests that some repackers sell car-
toned tomatoes at a net discount per pound because they pack lower
quality or Hmaller tomatoes in consumer cartons than are usually
sold in bulk* (Table 4).
wrhe data were obtained from the wholesalers by observing the actual packing operations in
the repack room. The lahor time for packing was determi ned with a stop watch. The labor time
required for a clerk to sort tomatoes left from the previous day. arrange the displa.y, weigh and
vlace the tomatoes in paper bag::;was computed in two retail grocery stores.
*See T)ug-es 13 and 14.
M.
Table 4.-Co1l1/,arison
paehauing 101l1a
wholesalers
Specifiec
Bulk Toma·
40-poundcardboar~
Laborcost of packll
Total
Average cost per po
20-poundcardboard
Labor cost of packil
Total _
Average cost per po
Consumer I
46(14-ounce) carta
Woodcarrier -..-----
Labor cost of packi
Total
Average cost per pc
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'[a/ile ~.-ColI/l'arisoli of the wl1oloialers' and retailers' cos! of materials alld lal)"r for
I'ackayilly tOll/a!oes, 20- mid 40-polllld con!aillers alld conSllll/er eartolls, 2
whoie.wlers alld 2 retail yroecry stores, lltl.v 11, 1~, alld 15, 1\)52
------~ .._--------- - ------_. __ ._-~-_ .._-_._----_ ..._-
Spedfied Items
Cost of Labor and Cartons
Cents
WHOLESALERS
Bulk Tomatoes
40-pouncl cardboard box (14 total price)
Labor cost of packing
Total
Average cost per pound .3 of a cent
20-pound cardboard box (14 total price)
Labor cost of packing
7.5
3.3
10.8
Total
Average cost per pound .3 of a cent
Consumer Cartons
46 (14-ounce) cartons
Wood canier
Labor cost of packing _
4.01.7
5.7
Total
Average cost per pound 2.8 cents
90.0
15.0
8.0
113.0
RETAILERS
Bulk Tomatoes
Average cost of sorting tomatoes on display from previous
day and ananging display 9.0
Losses due to bruising and deterioration of 1.2 pounds per
day; 27 cents per pound 32.0
Losses from selling ovenipe and bruised tomatoes at re-
duced price, 1.(i pounds; 13.5 cents per pound 22.0
Labor cost for handling 40 pounds of bulk tomatoes for
customers 13.0
Twenty paper bags per 40 pounds of tomatoes 8.6
Total 84.6
Average cost per pound 2.1 cents
Consumer Cartons
Ananging display 4G (14-ounce) cartons 8.0
Loss of about % pound of tomatoes per day 14.0
Total--------- _ 22.0
Average cost per pound .6 of a cent
Total \Yholesalers' and Retailers' Cost Per Pound
Bulk tomatoes _ 2.4
Canoned tomatoes _ 3.4
Merchandising tomatoes in bulk and consumer cartons at the
retail level had different labor and material requirements as well
as different amounts of wastage. The preceding table reveals that
the average retailer's cost of handling bulk tomatoes, including
labor costs, wastage, and the cost of the paper bags was 2.1 cents
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per pound. Comparatively, the average cost of labor and wastage
of selling tomatoes in consumer cartons was .6 of a cent per pound.
For the total wholesaler and retailer costs, therefore, we find a net
saving of one cent per pound from selling tomatoes in bulk as com-
pared with consumer cartons.
Consumers and grocery managers believed that home-grown
tomatoes would be less bruised if they were packed either in 12-
pound baskets or in 20- or 40-pound cardboard containers for de-
livery from the farm to the retailer or produce market instead of in
the round bushel baskets usually used. Furthermore, consumers
complained that the top layer of tomatoes in bushel baskets in many
cases contain superior quality tomatoes of the proper degree of
maturity and of the desired size, while the lower layers in the same
containers are sometimes of inferior quality, of mixed sizes and
less maturity. On the basis of information received from a major
tomato producer who sold home-grown tomatoes on the Knoxville
market, it was not possible to sell small tomatoes of approximately
13;:4,inches in diameter, during the summer season.
To determine consumers' preferences for cartoned or bulk to-
matoes during the summer, a test was run for 16 days from mid-
June into July in one retail grocery store.
In this experiment tomatoes of approximately the same size,
quality and cost were displayed in cartons and in bulk. Cartoned
sales during this 16-day period comprised 36.5 percent of the total
sales despite the fact that 60 percent of the consumers, in a non-
choice-making situation, expressed preference for tomatoes in car-
tons.
Fifty consumers were interviewed to determine the reasons
curtoned and bulk tomatoes were purchased. Nineteen of the con-
sumers stated they preferred to purchase tomatoes in cartons
because of the economy in shopping time. All except two of the
consumers reported that the quality of bulk tomatoes far ex-
ceeded that of tomatoes sold in cartons.
Possible Advantage from Change in Carton Design
As stated previouslY, consumer interviews disclosed customer
resistance was developing toward buying cartoned tomatoes. Re-
tailers, too, were becoming aware of this resistance. In both cases
the problem seems to center in the consumers' apprehension of
finding poor tomatoes in cartons. Because of this situation both
the retailers and the consumers showed considerable interest in the
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development of a new type of consumer carton. Based on the
assumption that higher quality tomatoes would be packed in
cartons designed to show the stem ends in the bottom of the car-
ton and that consumers would buy cartoned tomatoes more willingly
if they could see the tomatoes better, a carton of this type was
designedlO (Figure 6). An experiment was conducted for 16 days
Figure G.-Experimental type of carton used in experiment, Chapman
Highway retail grocery store, June 13 - July 2, 1952.
to test consumer acceptability of such an experimental type of
14-ounce unsealed carton with a cellophane top and three circular
openings in the bottom of the carton. While the consumers were
observing the display of both the experimental carton and the solid
bottom type of carton their opinions were obtained. The consumers
thought the new carton was an improvement over the usual type.
However, if the experimental type is adopted later for commercial
use, the bottom openings should be somewhat larger. The consum-
ers believed that the experimental type would readily enable them
to observe most of the tomato defects. Furthermore, it appeared
that preference for the experimental type of carton increased with
time.
Sealed and Unsealed Consumer Cartons
Two types of cartons are in common use-the sealed and un-
sealed types. The sealed carton has the advantage of preventing
bruising of tomatoes incurred from handling by customers. In a
5-day test 133 of the sealed cartons were sold compared with 234
{)fthe unsealed cartons. In the experiment only two of the sealed
tubes were opened by the customers. From the results of the
, ('The experimental consumer carton as shown in Figure 6 was de&jgned through the coopera-
tive efforts of this department and the Standard Folding Trays Corporation. Brooklyn. New York.
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experiment it appears that most consumers wish to examine the
tomatoes more closely than can be done in the sealed carton. This
suggests again that the development of a sealed consumer carton
with openings in the bottom might do much to overcome consumer
resistance and restore confidence in packaged tomatoes.u
Brand Names
With the development of packaging, consumer identification
of tomatoes by brand names becomes possible. Through advertis-
ing, many products have become so differentiated by brand names
that the consumer buys on that basis almost entirely. The value
of advertising as a means of expanding the demand for tomatoes,
say from some particular producing area, depends very largely
upon its ability to differentiate its product.
Of the consumers interviewed, 79 percent stated that they
could not remember the brand names of the cartoned tomatoes
they had purchased. Obviously, then, the majority of consumers
had made no differentiation of brand names. In fact, only five of
the 100 consumers specified any brand preference. This suggests
that consumers select tomatoes on the basis of observable qualities
rather than by brand names.
Shipped-In Versus Home-Grown Tomatoes
Consumers overwhelmingly favored home-grown tomatoes
when available. Flavor, freshness, and degree of maturity appeared
to be major factors in this preference for home-grown tomatoes.
The consumers' preference is important because sales of Tennessee
home-grown tomatoes are terminated earlier in the season than is,
perhaps, necessary. The season might be extended for the Knox-
ville trade territory by planting earlier and later varieties, by irriga-
tion, or by raising additional tomatoes in the Cumberland Plateau
or other sections of the state which may be adapted to later seasonal
tomato production.
Size
It is common knowledge that one basis upon which consumers
select their tomatoes is the size of the individual tomatoes. If
consumers have a strong preference for tomatoes of some given
1 JTherp ha~ been some research on developing a. carton of this type by thp Standard Folding
Trays Corporation. According- to information· l"pcelvpd from thiH company. an experiment \-vas
run on a sealeil carton with bottom opcninp:g at a Birmingham, Alabama. tomato packing
plant. The r('sults showed tomatoes were Heorched on the stem ends a8 the cal~tonR moved
Over the sealing machine.
Large
Very Large
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size range, it is important that this be known so that producers
can direct their efforts to producing tomatoes of that size, by
means of variety selection and various cultural practices. It is
also possible that plant breeders might direct their efforts to
developing tomatoes of the preferred size. Likewise, it is possible
that various marketing agencies may wish to sort their tomatoes by
size and sell them at different prices as dictated by their relative
supplies and demand.
Since most size-preference data were obtained by consumer
interview, it was thought advisable to ascertain how precise is
the agreement among consumers as to the size connoted by the
class names "small," "medium," "large," and "very large." This
would provide a basis for evaluating the usefulness of size-prefer-
ence data so obtained. It would also provide a basis for determin-
ing whether or not the size limits of the standard classes should be
adjusted to fit better the consumers' ideas of the connotations of
the class names.
To determine the sizes of tomatoes included in the consumers'
concepts of "small," "medium," "large," and "very large," customers
were asked to identify the different sizes. There were considerable
differences among definitions given by customers in different groups
in the Central, Broadway, and Kingston Pike stores. Table 5,
TaMe 5.-l'ercelllaye of COIISIIIIINS 1('1/0 idelltijit'd 100lIalo!'s of s,hl'cified si.::l's as s//Iall,
medilllll, lar()!'. alld 'il'r.\' laryl' accordilly 10279 COIlSlIlIler resl'ollscs ill 3 retail
'yro(('ry stores, 1\' Jlo.rz'illc, 7'cll JlCSSI'C
-- ---'-------_. --,------_.-----------_.---- -----------_ ..- ---------_.------_ •..._-------------------- ..--- ----------.--------
Proportion of :B~aeh Size Identified As:
Wei"htof -.-----.---- .--- -- --- -- .-_----- -- --
Size) Tomato Diameter Very
~_.p_e_cifica_tio_n~~~~lce~_) _(~nc~.c~ ~~~!!~_~~i~~~__ ~~_~~: ,~_~rg~~ __ . Total
(Based Upon U.S.D.A.
Standard>;)
Percent Pel'cent PE'rcent Percent Percent
2.2 1% 93.9 6.1 100.0
Small 2.5 2.0 98.3 1.7 100.0
2.9 21-4 97.8 2.2 100.0
------ .._-------- -----------_ ... --------_ ..._-----------
4.3 2% 75.1 24.9 100.0
Medium 5.3 23/.1 14.4 85.6 100.0
5.9 3.0 5.2 93.9 .9 100.0----------~------------
8.2 8% .4 61.0 88.2 .4 100.0
Large H.O 3% 26.6 73.4 100.0
9.9 3% 10.5 87.8 2.2 100.0----_.--- -------------- -- --.------ ---
12.0 :33;'; .4 57.1 42.5 100.0
Very Large 14.0 4.0 29.3 70.7 100.0
16.0 41;'; 1.7 98.3 100.0._-----------~-----------
lAccording to U. S. Consumer Stanrlards of October 10, 1948, published by the Production
ann Marketing Administration, the small tomato weighs h'KS than three ounces, the medium
size tomato from 8 to 6 0unces, the large size from ov(~r (i to 10 ounees, and the very large size
over 10 ounces. Raymond L. Spangler. Preparation of Fresh Tomatoes for Market? (Washington,
D. C., United States Department of Agriculture, United States Govprnment Printing Office,) Pll·
31-32. Based upon these weights, di.ameters have been ~tablished for comparahle weights.
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which is a total of the size identifications obtained from all three
stores, reveals that most of the consumers identified the tomato
with a diameter range from 1%< to 2t!~ inches as "small." The sizes
for which consumers' definitions were most indecisive were 31;4and
3%, inches which fall between medium and large, and large and
very large respectively. Although the small size, according to
U.S.D.A. specifications terminates with a tomato with a weight of
2.9 ounces, or a diameter of 2%. inches, the consumers identified
a small tomato to include any with a weight of 4.3 ounces, or a
diameter of 2% inches. Similarly, consumers identified the upper
limit of the medium tomato to include any with a weight of 8.2
ounces, or a diameter of 3%< inches. The upper limit of the large
tomato was identified by consumers to include a tomato weighing
12 ounces, or having a diameter of 3%< inches. Since consumers
as a whole tended to include the lower limits of each successive
size in their identification of tomato sizes, a reappraisal of present
U.S.D.A. specifications might be in order.
Whereas Table 5 gave the range over which the size identifi-
cations were spread, Table 6 indicates the proportion of consumers
'j'uhll, (J.--!)I'r('t'lllof!t' (If (OI/SIll/I(TS !Jro!)/TIJ' idclltifyiJl.(! to/llaloes ac(ordiJlY to
{·.S.!! .. /. Standards
Size Classifieation P('l'cent Properly Identifying Each Size
Small
Medium
Large
_VelX Lal~g_e__
96.8
67.9
65.4
G9.9
who identified each size properly. The consumer experienced little
difficulty in identifying the small tomato, but only about two-thirds
of the medium, large, and very large sizes were identified accurately.
Evidence collected in this phase of the study discloses that the
following class definitions would be more acceptable to a majority
of the consumers:
Small 1~ through 21/~inches
Medium 2%, through 3%< inches
Large 3'Yll through 3%, inches
Very Large - 4.0 through 41/10 inches
Size Preference for Shipped-In Tomatoes
The size of shipped-in tomatoes which consumers preferred
was not determined by direct consumer interviews, but by retailer
20
15
10
5
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preference, which mayor may not be an accurate expression of
consumer preference. In some cases retailers' and consumers'
preferences may not be reflected in purchases because tomatoes
meeting these preferences may not be available. A majority of the
retailers preferred cartons of four tomatoes, each tomato weighing
about 3.9 ounces. However, the number of tomatoes per carton
preferred by consumers varies directly with the price of tomatoes,
ranging from four and five when prices are high to three when
prices are low.1 2
Size Preference for Home-Grown Tomatoes
Preference for each size of home-grown tomatoes was obtained
by interview with customers purchasing them. Almost 75 percent
of the respondents expressed preference for tomatoes with a diam-
eter of 2"~1<to 3:YiI inches, which correspond to the upper two-thirds
of the medium and the lower two-thirds of the large V.S.D.A. size
classes (Figure 7).
PERCENT
25......-----------:--------------------,
10
20
15
ol\llO"--"-"'----''-'-'-L--''''I.>L---'-'o.ll.l_.I.llll--'''~_DJ,J"'___l.l..ll>._
I 3/4 2 1/4 2 1/2 2 3/4 3 3 1/4 33/8 3 1/2 3 3/4 4 4 1/4
Figure 7.-l'reference for each tomato size, irrespective of use, as a
percentag'e of 910 interview responses obtained in 3 retail grocery stores,
August 22, 23, 24, 1951.
Two different experiments were conducted to determine the
different sizes of tomatoes consumers actually prefer to buy, as
compared with their stated preferences. The first experiment
conducted in three retail grocery stores was to determine the pro-
portion of small, medium, large, and very large tomatoes purchased
when the different sizes were mixed in one bin and sold at the same
t :.cThrectomatoes per consumer carton would include the 6 x G 8ize (6 rows each way in a
thirty-pound lug OJ· :) tomatoe1-i weighing about 5 ounces each). Four tomatoes per consumer
carton would include the (i x 7 Rize (6 rows one\vay and 7 rows another way in a thirty-pound
lup: 01' 4 tomat()(\s weighing 3~iG to 4 Ounces each). Five tomatoes per consumer carton would
includi.' the 7 x 7 8ize (7 rows each way or 5 tomatoes weig-hing about 3 ounces each).
20
1
price. Table 7 gives the results of this test which indicate onlyi Methods of Sen
minor differences in the amount purchased of the different sizes 1 f h d'ff
. .h th t Th d . t t d t . th) The uses or tel em t e ree sores. e secon expenmen was 0 e ermme e! f
proportion of small, medium, large, and very large tomatoes pur. lthe preferences 0 dcon~
ch,ased when the different sizes were sold from separate bins (Table sp~ndents expr:shse pr4
. . . dIameter WhIC corrl7). The results, sImIlar to those of the first expenment, showed '
edium and the lower h
the V.S.D.A. size speci
estion naturally arises,
e so great? Table 9 re
Total es in this size range WE
holestuffed, and quarte:
A & P Stores
Tomato Sizes
---Sm-all Medium Lar-ge--~V'e-ry-Large
---.::c:l~:y,:C:,_=----'=2]i2-~ 31j,- ' 3:)4-
2% in. 3.0 in. 31j:! in. 41,4 in.
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
'ule 9.-Percentage of each si:::,
One-Bin Display bU3'ing ii,
27.7 33.9 31.2 100.0 r-'Size of32.2 33.1 27.7 100.0 omatoes Whole
27.4 37.4 26.2 100.0 Inches Percent
29.1 34.8 28.4 100.0 all0/.-214) 45.0
Separate Bin Display edium
l/Z - 3) 10.033.1 35.2 27.7 100.0
43.2 22.9 16.8 100.0 rge 2.024.7 42.0 24.8' 100.0 \4, - 3lh)
ryLarge
0.033.7 33.4 23.0 100.0 %,-414)
Central 7.2
Broadway 7.0
Kingston Pike 9.0
Ave., All Stores 7.7
Central 4.0
Broadway 17.1
Kingston Pike 8.5
Ave., All Stores 9.9
only minor differences in the amounts purchased of the different
sizes-meaning that the type of display is not important to the
customer, but that tomato size is one of the important factors
influencing purchase decisions. Also, some differences of impor-
tance did exist between the preferences for sizes as stated in an
interview and the preference for sizes as demonstrated by purchases
in the three stores (Table 8).
TaMe 8.-Cousulner preferencrs as state'd in inter,·iews in the home compared with
preferences as demonstrated by purchase, in 3 retail grocery stores,
August 13 ami 14, 1951==========
Sizl"~ (Diameter ]\rleasnrement)
Preference
Stated in
Interview
Preference
Demonstrated
by Purchase
1% - 214 in. (small)
2lh - 3.0 in. (medium)
314 - 3% in. (large)
3% - 414 in. (very large)
Percent
7.0
49.5
33.5
10.0
100.0
Percent
9.3
31.9
33.7
25.1
100.0
*As each Cllstonler purchased tOl
the use that would be made of I
Consumers who usee
the tomatoes were util
em were whole stuffed
rer sixty percent of tl
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l'ge.
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Methods of Serving Tomatoes of Different Sizes
The uses for the different sizes of tomatoes were closely related
to the preferences of consumers. Approximately 75 percent of the
respondents expressed preference for a tomato of 2'»1< to 3% inches
in diameter, which corresponds to the upper two-thirds of the
medium and the lower two-thirds of the large tomato sizes based
on the U.S.D.A. size specifications. (See page 18 for details.) The
question naturally arises, why was the preference for this tomato
size so great? Table 9 reveals that a large percentage of the toma-
toes in this size range were served in three common ways: sliced,
whole stuffed, and quarters for salads.
Tablc 9.-I'erccl/laf}c of each si.:c of 101l1alo related to lise as I'/'/,orted Ily 172 COI/SIlI1lNS
II/Iyil/f} in 3 retail stores, AII!Jllst, 1951*
Size of
Tomatoes Whole Sliced
Whole
Stuffed
Quarters
(SaladH) Total
Inches l'el'cpnt Percent Percent Percent Percent
Small
(l'Y4 - 214) 45.0 0.0
Medium
(2% - 3) 10.0 63.0
Large
(3%. - 31/2) 2,0 76.0
Very Large
i3_~- 41Jt >- 0.0 87.0, --'7-.:....0'---
33.0 22.0 100.0
16.0 11.0 100.0
14.0 8.0 100,0
6.0 100.0
*As each customer purchased tomatoes, the sizes were recorded; then each was asked to state
the use that would be made of his purchase.
Consumers who used small tomatoes disclosed that about half
of the tomatoes were utilized as whole tomatoes, about one-third of
them were whole stuffed, and the rest were quartered for salads.
Over sixty percent of the medium sized tomatoes were sliced, as
were 76 percent of the large tomatoes, and 87 percent of the very
large.
Demand for Grades Band C Tomatoes
An experiment on consumers' preferences for different grades
of home-grown tomatoes was conducted in the three retail stores.13
Table 10 gives the aggregate demand schedule. A short-run de-
mand curve was prepared from the data (Figure 8) showing the
deviations from a straight line with grades Band C sales expressed
as a percent of grade A sales. The relative prices of grades Band
C tomatoes were likewise computed as a percent of grade A prices.
13'1'her>rices of the grades Band C tomatoes were changed twice daily for three days with
the price of grade A remaining constant throughout the three-day period.
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Table ](!--,lyyn'!/ate del/wl/d schedule for fresh home-grown tomatoes by grades,
3 rdail !/ro,-cry stores, Allyust 22, 23, and 24, 1951
Grade A
Datp
Pounds Price
Sold Per lh.
Pounds Price
Sold Per lb.Time------------------- -'----------- -_ .._--.,----------
Grade B Grade C
Pounds Price
Sold Per lb.
Kingston Pike and Central Street Stores
Aug. 22 8:30-2 :30 40 .12lh 12%, .11Aug. 22 2 :30-G:00 59% .12lh 24 .10Aug. 23 8:30-2:30 681/2 .12lh 23 .08Aug. 23 2:30-G:00 79lh .12lh 63% .07Aug. 24 8:30-2:30 73 .12lh 57%, .05Aug. 24 2 :30-G :00 72% .12lh 32%, .04
Broadway Store
Aug. 22 8 ::30-2 :30 34%, .12lh 3:;4 .10Aug. 22 2:30-6:00 56% .12% 10 .09Aug. 23 8:30-2:30 23% .12% 3 .07Aug. 23 2 :80-ii :00 59 .12lh 914, .06Aug. 24 8:30-2:30 183 .12% 25 .04Aug. 24 2:30-ii:00 269 .12lh 71%, .03---_ .._-_ .._------.-----------. ---. ----- ----',-- - ---- ---------_._--
PERCENT GRADE B PRICE IS OF GRADE A
9 0 .----~-- __ ...__------ __,
60
Yo = 8 BA _ .55 x*
80
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,,
50 ,,,
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,,,
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o
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IS OF GRADE A
9 0 "--.-~--~---,
80
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\
\
\
\
\
\
Yo= 104-3.07Xll\
\
\
\
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80
OL-._--.L __ -'-_~
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PERCENT GRADE C SALES ARE
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* SEE APPENDIX TABLE II FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATiON ON STATISTICAL CALCULATiONS.
Figure S.-Demand curve for grades Band C tomatoes expressed as a
percentage of grade A, 3 retail grocery stores, August 22, 23, and 24, 1951.
Grades
A
B
C
A 20
B 20
C 20._---~-~._--_.._"'._------
Total 60
2.59
4.07
5.70
17.41
15.93
14.30
47.64
21.85
24.35
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The shortness of the period in which the experiments providing
the data for the construction of the demand curves were run limits
the confidence to be placed in them. Not only did this limit the
size of the sample, but also, and more importantly, did not allow
time for consumer knowledge of the relative values of the various
grades to develop. This probably explains the turning backward of
the demand for grade B tomatoes at the lowest price point; the
consumers probably sharply distrusted the quality of tomatoes be-
cause they were priced so low.
The general relationship, however, is clearly that which would
be expected-a substantial price elasticity of demand for grade B
tomatoes and a very inelastic demand for grade C. Grade B toma-
toes can be substituted for grade A in most uses, while grade C
substitutes for grade A in a very limited number.14
In determining the relative value of grade A, B, and C tomatoes,
the relative amount of food in each is obviously very important.
Accordingly, 20 pounds of representative tomatoes of each grade
were peeled, the waste removed, and the edible remainder weighed.
The results are given in Table 11.
Table 11.-.111101l1l! of ,'dil,!,' frlli! ill !!tre,' .'Iratles of !tOII"o!/rm,," !Ollla!o,'S*
---- --- ----_.-_.,----_.-
I. .•b::;.
Lbs. of Band C
Grade Required
to Equal 20 lbs.
Grade A (Retail
Weight~l1Peele'!~
Lbo.
Initial
Grades Wf'ight Wm,te
Lbs.
Amount Edible
Tomato('s
12.36
*The two experiments were performed by thf' Department of Foods, College of Agriculture
and Home Economicl-', University of Tennessee. Uniform method8 of peeling on the three grades
of tomatoes were employed to im;;ure accurate results. The difference in amount of labor and
time required to prepare grades 13 and C tomatoes over that required for grade A was not
considered in these experiments.
Degree of Ripeness
Consumers disclosed in interviews that they had difficulty
finding tomatoes of the proper degree of ripeness when shopping in
retail grocery stores. As a consequence, an experiment on ripeness
HThe experiment demonstrates the feasibility (and low cost) of analyzing the elasticities of
~ubstitution of different grades of a commodity sold at retail. Also, the retailer faced with the
problem of disposing of pE>rishables of low grade has to act in the framework of ~uch a "short
run" situation as this.
Such an analysis when carried out to a point where confidence in the shapes of the demand
curves for the different grades is established would have several important implications with
respect to production, pricing, and marketing polieies. For obvious reasons, discussion of these
is beyond the scope of this study.
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preference was run. The evidence indicated that consumer prefer-
ences as revealed by interviews were in wide contrast to preferences
as revealed in an actual choice-making situation (Table 12).
ToMe 12.-C(IIII/,oris(l1I (If ('xpressed prefen'lIces IlS re7'cllled ".1' illter,'iews and as
J'<"i'cll!cd liy 1l1'!1I1l! j>lIrc!lllsesin the Chaj>lllan fIiyhway retail yrllccry store
----_ .•.._- . ---._-- ~--- ...._._- -_ ..._--.- --- ----- ----_ ...._---, ..- - - - --
P references Revealed Preferences Hevcaled
Maturity Desired by Interview by Aetual Purchase
--_~. ~':lmb~~~ __ PeE~_~~ ~.~~~;-el' ------J)~cent
Slightly Pink and Pink
Ripe and Very Ripe
Total
52 52 8
48 48 39
----
_______ 1_0_0_ .__ -.1:°_0_____ __":17.
Retailers with sufficiently rapid turnover probably could in-
crease their sales by handling somewhat riper tomatoes. On the
other hand, retailers with slow or uncertain turnover who buy
tomatoes only two or three times weekly would want only a small
percentage of them to be ripe on the day of purchaseY"
Quality Factors
Because of their obvious importance to consumers, retailers,
and wholesalers, an effort was made to ascertain the factors which
in the minds of consumers determine quality of tomatoes. The 93
consumers who answered this question believed that the most im-
portant factors were: firmness, color, taste, and freedom from
blemish (Table 13).
TaMe 13.-Faetllrs thai dl'!erlllill(' (!IW!ity Ilf tOlllatoes as illdieated 1)\, 93* eOIlSUlllers
Faci-ol's Deh>rmining
Quality (~onsull1ers Reporting
Numhc," PCl'Cf'fit
Firmness
Color
Taste
Freedom from blemish
Other factors
57 28.9
48 24.4
42 21.3
30 15.2
20 10.2
---------
197 100.0Total--- ---- .~._~----- ----- ----- -- ---- .._---- .... _-_._-----
*Some consumers reported. mort' than one factor.
Frequent comments by consumers suggest that the accepta-
bility of tomatoes would be much improved by better grading,
handling, and packing. A smaller percentage suggested a need for
'·-'Only two classifications of ripPHess were used, in order to achieve uniformity bt,tween the
two phases of the consumer pl'efel'ence studies. Howevel', accorrling: to an expel'imenL on ripeness
preference at one retail grocery store, August ~x and 2!l, 1951, the pl'cfercn('('s {'oj' the four
oegl'ees of ripeness were: dig-htly pin k. G.1 PlT('(lnt; pi nk, 11.!) pel" cent; ripe, 4'/.4 perc('nt; and
very ripe. g5.6 percent.
17
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improving tomato marketing by the use of larger consumer pack-
ages and packages designed to reveal more adequately the charac-
teristics of the tomatoes. Their comments were that the consumer
packages should be more strongly constructed, that retailers should
keep tomatoes cooler, and that green-wrap tomatoes should be har-
vested at a mature stage and that locally grown tomatoes should
be harvested in a slightly pink and pink stage of ripeness.
RETAILERS' BUYING BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
AND PREFERENCES
Since most tomatoes are ultimately sold through retail stores,
the preferences of the retailers, as well as the consumers, are im-
portant to tomato producers. Consequently the buying practices
of the retailers were studied.
Frequency of Purchase
About half of the stores purchased tomatoes six times per
week. The percentage of tomatoes lost from wastage decreased as
the number of purchases made per week increased (Table 14).
T"M" 71.-.\'I1I111>er oj !,lIrchases Iliad,' !'er '1(','ek I,}, retail,,,-s as relaled 10 waslaye
of .fresh IOlllaloes
Purchas('~
Pel" Week
Numbpl"
}{etail<-'rs
Repllrting
Percent
Retailers
Rel)(lrting
Percent of
Wastage
__ . ~_~por~ed
6.6
6.3
6.0
5.1
4.4
Two H 15.8
Three 1:1 22.8
Four 4 7.0
Five 5 8.8
Six 26 45.6
- - --- -~------_._...__ .._--_.-------- ---~-
Total 57 100.0
Form of Purchase (Bulk or Package)
National and local chain stores purchased more of their toma-
toes in consumer packages than did the independent stores studied
(Table 15).
TallIe lS.-Pollllds o.f fresh IOll1llioes !,lIrehased alllllwlly in l"tll,' alld (OnSlt111er !,ackllyes,
II)' I.\'!,e o.f slore, 5; retailt'rs, !'IIo.lTillc, Tennessee
_--=--oo-...:Method of S=a1c:.e~ __
Typ~_of S~'!~~__ __ Bulk C_on_s~m_e_r_P~ckages Total
PercentPercent Percent
21.7
57.9
27.8
38.3
78.3
42.1
72.2
61.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
National Chain Store
Independent Store -
Local Chain
All Sto.r~e:.:::s_=_
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Effect of Variety on Purchases
Some retailers expressed a slight preference for Marglobe
variety; but a large majority of the retailers did not express prefer-
ence for any variety. The Marglobe, Rutgers, and Grothen Globe
were the principal varieties sold on the Knoxville market (Table
16).
Table 16.-Preferellce for ,'aric!y, degree of ma!uri!)'. 57 retailers, JUlle - Jui], 1950
Preference Factors
Percent of Total-------- --------._------_ ..._- ---- -----
Varieties
Marglobe
Ponderosa
No preferences
7.82.4
89.8
100.0
Total
Degree of Ripeness
Slightly pink
Pink
Ripe _
Total
30.1
4G.6
23.3
100.0
Degree of Ripeness
Degree of ripeness is of importance to retailers for two reasons:
first, the tomatoes should be purchased ripe enough to meet the
consumers' preferences; and, second, the tomatoes should not be
overripe so that deterioration will occur before the tomatoes are
sold. Table 16 discloses that slightly over three-fourth of the re-
tailers expressed a preference for slightly pink and pink tomatoes.
This preference stated by retailers in interviews contrasted sharply
with consumers' purchases of only 17 per cent of slightly pink and
pink tomatoes in an experiment performed in a retail store. (See
Table 12). Part of the difference between the retailers' and con-
sumers' preferences may be explained by the fact that the sample
of retailers contained several small independent stores which sold
only a small volume of tomatoes daily. These small store operators
would prefer tomatoes less ripe so that one or two 60-pound bas-
kets would last them three or four days.
Market Preparation (Waxing and Wrapping)
Over half of the retailers desired waxed tomatoes principally
because those with a protective film of wax have better eye appeal
and do not shrivel as soon as the unwaxed ones. Moreover, small
Method of Purchase
Waxed
Unwaxed _
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Table li.--Spccijicd illfol"1llatioll cOllccrilillg prefcrcllces for green-wrap tomatoes, 57
retailers. f\-Ilo_n,ille, TCllllessee, 19-19
--- --- ~--~- -- - ---~----------_._---
Method of Purchase Percent
Waxed 62.1
Unwaxed 37.9
Total 100.0
Wrapped when bought in lugs
Yes
No
0.0
100.0
100.0Total
Pack
Straight
Bridge
Total
93.0
7.0
100.0
- --- --- ------------- - -------
openings resulting from slight damage may be closed and disease
prevented, or at least delayed, by waxing (Table 17).
All of the 57 retailers reported they purchased unwrapped
tomatoes chiefly for their lower cost. The major part of the out-
of-state tomatoes sold on the Knoxville market were purchased in
field crates in which the jumble pack was used. Upon arrival, the
tomatoes are stored until they ripen satisfactorily for re-sale to
retailers, making it, in general, unnecessary and impracticable to
buy them wrapped.
Quality of Tomatoes in Cartons
Since interviews with consumers had disclosed that consider-
able resistance had developed toward buying tomatoes in cartons,
retailers were asked whether consumers had made complaints to
them, particularly about finding low quality tomatoes in cartons.
Slightly over half of the 57 retailers reported that they had.
Quality Factors
The factors associated with quality of tomatoes as reported by
retailers included color, texture, and shape. There were only slight
differences in quality factors reported by retailers serving the large,
medium, and high rental groups interviewed in this study.16
1"1n his hoole Quality as a Determinant of Vegetahle Prices. Frederick V. Waugh reported
(con~~erning the -Boston Market of Ifl2!)) that marketing factors afTeeted tomato prices more than
production factors did. The thrl'c most important facton3 W('l'e condition, growth cracks and
pack, of which growth cracks is thf' only production factor. Size and color have some effect on
price but the relation is not so marked.
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WHOLESALERS' BUYING BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
AND PREFERENCES
Form of Purchase (Type of Container)
Sixty-pound boxes of wood composition similar to field crates
and, in some cases, beer boxes were the predominant type of con-
tainer used by nearly three-fourths of the wholesalers when pur-
chases were made. The additional cost of tomatoes purchased in
lugs was a reason why some dealers preferred to make their pur-
chases in the field crates (Appendix Table III).
Grades and Sizes Preferred
About one-third of the wholesalers expressed a preference for
U. S. No. I tomatoes, about one-tenth preferred No. II's and the
remainder did not report on this point. More wholesalers pre-
ferred tomatoes of the size used in the 6 x 6 pack than any other
size (Appendix Table III) .
Effects of Variety on Purchases
Over half of the wholesalers purchased the Rutgers variety
because of its good shipping quality. The Marglobe and Grothen
Globe varieties also found satisfactory acceptance among them.
(Appendix Table III).
Degree of Ripeness
Over half of the wholesalers preferred to handle mature-green
tomatoes.17 Much more risk is involved in handling tomatoes in
the pink stage as a time period is necessary for repacking and
distributing through the retailers to the consumer (Appendix Table
III). The criteria for determining the proper degree of ripeness
necessary for tomatoes when purchased in production areas were
the distances shipped and the season of the year when shipments
were made.
17According to the requirements of the U.S.D.A. standards few fresh tomatoes, a tomato
is considen'd mature-green when the seed cavities have developed a jellylik(~ or gluelike consistency
and the seeds are well developed. In the practical test a sharp knife should he used and the
tomato cut crosswise of the seed cd Is. If the pulp that sun'ounds the sepels has become jellylike
and the seeds give way before the edg"c of the knifp, and a~e not cut in slicing, the tomato is
considered mature enough to be shipped. For some varieties the IH'CSf'I1Ce of light colors or a
whitish area on the blossom pnd of the fruit is ('onsidet'ed a fairly reliable index of the picking
maturity. The size of tomato fruits is not a propel' guide. For additional information, see
Farmers' Bulletin, No. 1291, V.S.D.A., p. 9.
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Market Preparation (Waxing and Wrapping)
A majority of the wholesalers purchased waxed tomatoes. They
said that waxing tomatoes improved eye appeal, reduced decay to a
minimum and retarded shrinkage.
Less than one-tenth of the wholesalers expressed a desire for
wrapped tomatoes. They thought the additional cost of wrapped
tomatoes was an unnecessary expense (Appendix Table IV).
Type of Pack
The straight pack was purchased by about two-fifths of the
dealers and the bridge pack18 by about one-tenth of them, but
almost half of the dealers did not know which type of pack they
purchased. Since a large volume of the tomatoes sold on the
Knoxville market are purchased in "field crates" the jumble pack
was obviously the type of pack which most of them purchased (Ap-
pendix Table IV) .
Refrigera tion
Some dealers made the comment that truck shipments were
faster than rail transportation. Moreover, truck shipments arrived
in satisfactory condition provided refrigeration was used for long
hauls. They thought there was less deterioration and more uniform
ripening under refrigeration. Almost three-fourths of the dealers
used truck transportation.
Three of the 13 wholesalers who supplied this information used
mechanical refrigeration in the transportation of tomatoes. (An
advantage claimed for mechanical refrigeration units on trucks
is that they occupy less space than ice.) Three others used ice,
but over half of them reported no refrigeration used because of the
cost. (Appendix Table IV).
Table 18 shows almost half of the storage room temperatures
ranged from 76° F. up. Results of an experiment have shown
that open air fruit cannot be stored without injury for more than
about 6 days at 40° F., 14 days at 45° F., or 21 days at 50° F. The
results indicate that it is possible to hold a supply of ripe fruit of
good quality over a period of 40 to 60 days by keeping the tempera-
The term "bridge pack" is m~ed to descl'ib'e the style of pack having thn'c full layers and
part of a fourth. It b employed mostly for tomatoes of the smaller sizes where three Iayt~rs will
not fill the lug to the required height and weight. For additional information on other pa,cks,
see Farmers' Bulletin, V.S.D.A., Preparation of Fresh Tomatoes for Market, Revised, February,
1948.
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TaMe l8.--A','eraf!e tCl/l/,crat1fre oj storage rOOl/lS alld 1/I1'!I/Od oj cOlltrol, 13
wholesalers, !,·no.l",'ille. T,'lIl1ess,'!'. liN!)
Temperature Number
55° and below
56° - 65°
66" - 75°
76° - 85° ..
860 and above
1
2
4
3
3
13Total
Method of Control
Fans
Refrigerator
None
2
4
7
13Total -------~---_._--~-,----~-----
ture at 55° F. By holding at 65° F. this period was approximately
halved.lil Ripening temperatures should range from 55° to 72°
F., varying with market demand. Where maximum speed in ripen-
ing is desired because of an active market, temperatures of 70° to
72 F. may be used. It should be understood, however, that where
such high temperatures are used considerably more decay will
develop and the tomatoes may not hold up well. According to
Wright and Gorman, the coloring is likely to be uneven or blotched
at 800 or above.20 A large number of consumers, when interviewed,
stated that they frequently purchased tomatoes of uneven coloring.
When speed in ripening is not desired, and a firm product of good
color and maximum quality is wanted, a ripening temperature of
near 60° should be utilized. The lowest temperature at which
tomatoes will color satisfactorily is about 55° F.
FARM PRACTICES AFFECTING QUALITY AND YIELD
It seems reasonable that one cause of Tennessee's decline in
tomato production is the continued use of obsolete production and
marketing practices. Thus tomato production has gradually lost
its competitive advantage and has been replaced by other enter-
prises.
On the average, producers interviewed in this study reported
that, for the year of the survey, they actually sold only about 49
percent of the tomatoes actually on the vine. Twenty-five percent
1 ~'G. R. Furlong", The Storag-e and Ripening- of Green Tomatoes (London. Block 4, Bickenhall
St., The JOllrnal of The Ministry of Agriculture, October, H14(i), p. 31:3.
~IlR. C. -VVl'ight and E. A. Gorman, The Ripenin~ and Uf>packing" of Mature Green Tomatoes
(\Vashin~~ton, D. C., U.S.D.A., U. S. Government Printing Office, Circular No. 566. June, 1940).
p. 4.
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were not harvested because they were too badly damaged by insects
and/or disease; 9 percent were not harvested because prices were
too low; 7 percent were not harvested because of flood damage; and
10 percent were harvested and hauled to market, but were not
accepted by buyers.
The average market yield per acre of tomatoes, for the farmers
reporting, was 143 bushels; the range in market yields was from
20 to 400 bushels. With the data reported, an attempt was made
to weigh the relative importance of the following variables in
determining the quantity of marketable tomatoes produced: (1) the
quantity of commercial fertilizer applied per acre, (2) the number
of applications of insecticides and/or fungicides, (3) the use of
recommended harvesting standards with regard to maturity, size,
and cracks, and (4) the use of recommended handling practices
while harvesting, loading, hauling, unloading, and packing. The
following weights were assigned :21
Commercial fertilizer .160
Insecticides and fungicides .490
Use of recommended harvesting standards .309
Use of recommended handling practices .116
These weights give some indication of the areas in which
economies of increasing (or decreasing) yields are likely to be
found. Apparently, insect and disease control rate first considera-
tion, with the use of harvesting standards (maturity, size, and
cracks) rating second. However, the data from which these weights
were obtained only cover one crop year. Before conclusive results
can be obtained, data from controlled experiments should be com-
piled over a period of several years. The moisture conditions which
vary greatly from year to year may materially affect the relative
weights of the commercial fertilizer factor compared with that of
insecticides and fungicides. The rainfall was excessive during the
period in which the crop was grown and there was excessive damage
from insects and diseases.
::!\Tll('~e weights. ·whieh represent the beta coefficients with decimal points removed, ,",vere
arri"'ed at by fitting the equution: Y == a + hX I -+- cX~ + dX:l -+- eX·j; in ·which Y == bushels
marketed per acre, Xl == TlUmhCl' of applie,ttions of insecticides and /01' fungicides made. X~ ==
use of recommended harvesting- standards (yes == I, no == 0). Xa == use of recommended handling
practic('s (yes == 1, no == 0), Xl == c\-vt. pounds of commercial fertiliz;(>r applied per acre. The
multiple determination coefficient was 0.73. In these data all of the indeppndent variables were
related to each other. Until reasonable joint correlation terms can be established. these regression
coefficients may be misleading.
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Insects and Diseases
Growers reported the major losses from insects were caused
by the tomato fruit worm and the Colorado potato beetle. The
major diseases reported were early and late blight (Table 19).
Tal'!e 19.-lllsats alld diseases dallill.<Jill.<J tOllwtO,'S as reported !,-y100 producers in
the ]JllInl){)!dt area alld 2'} pru'dueers ill tile Hip/e.y area durill.<J 1949
Insects Diseases
rr;;~ato -C';-)lorad~-------- Nail
Fruit Potato Tobacco Buckeye Head Soil Sack
____~reas ~~~ Beet~ ~orm _9-.:~twor~!ight~_~_?-t: Spot _R_o_t R_ot
Percent of Farmers Ueporting
Humboldt
Ripley
34
15
37
24
o
6
12
8
10
4
2
o
28
25
2
o
-----, - - ------, ------
Apparently the heavy loss from insect and disease damage was
due to lack of an effective dusting and spraying program in both
areas.~~ Failure to control insects and diseases was due chiefly to
an insufficient number of applications rather than the utilization
of unadapted materials. About one-fourth of the growers in the
Humboldt and approximately one-half of the growers in the Ripley
area reported that neither insecticides nor fungicides were ap-
plied.23
Why Buyers Rejected Tomatoes
Since 10 percent of the 1949 tomato crop was rejected at the
packing shed, it is very important that the specific causes of this
rejection be determined. Figure 9 shows the principal reasons
reported by growers for rejection. Damage could, of course, occur
before or during harvesting, during transportation or when toma-
toes are being handled at the packing sheds.
The reasons reported by packer-buyers for their rejection of
tomatoes differed substantially from those given by producers in
that they attributed most rejections to quality defects caused by
poor production practices, such as ineffective insect and disease
control (Figure 10). Reasons reported by the growers are suspect,
since our analysis indicated that variations in handling practices
:';~SeeLeaflet fl8 (reprint) April, IDGO.Tennessee Agricultural Extellnion Service and U.S.D.A.
for detailed information on an insect and disease control program.
:!;'John W. Carnerosse and Allen G. Wall('l', Economic Factors in Processing-Tomato Produc-
tion (New Rrumnvick, New Jer:-iey, New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, June, 1959),
p. 9. Twenty-three farmers whosl~yields were 5.G ions per acre averaged spending $'9.00per acre;
twenty-two farmers whose yields ,vere 8.5 tons per acre averaged spending $HLOOper acre;
twenty-two farmers whose yields were 13.5 tons per acre averaged $42.00 per acre for insect
control.
3
o
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• HUMBOLDT AREA ~ RIPLEY AREA
"*34 PRODUCERS DID NOT REPORT ANY CAUSES OF REJECTION.
**ON THOSE WITH ONE BAR. THERE WAS NO AVAILABLE COMPARISON.
Figure 9.-Causes of rejection of tomatoes at packing shed, as reported by 129
producers, Humboldt and Ripley areas, Tennessee, 1949.
PERCENT OF TOMATOES CULLED
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REASONS FOR CULLI NG r---r---r---~--~----'
IMMATURE
Figure 10.-Reasons for culling tomatoes at packing shed, 19 packer-buyers,
Humboldt and Ripley areas, Tennessee, 1949.
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were probably not correlated with the market yield. (See footnote
21) .
Effect of Low Prices
Tomatoes unsold due to low prices may have contained low
quality factors. Poor quality fruit brings lower prices; conse-
quently, it is less likely to be harvested and marketed. Early set-
tings contribute to early maturity, when high prices normally pre-
vail.
Flood Damage
Since floods destroyed seven percent of the 1949 crop, careful
consideration must be given toward eliminating losses from flooding.
Improvements may be made by selecting land that provides natural
surface and internal drainage. However, this may result merely
in shifting the loss from tomatoes to some other crop.
Variety Preference
In a previous study made at this station Meyer reached the
conclusion that the Tennessee green-wrap area is not producing
the type of tomato that should be grown for city markets. He held
the opinion that the Rutgers and Marglobe varieties were too large.
The first fruits that ripen are the largest of the season and these
cannot readily go into the fresh fruit market. As a consequence,
the Tennessee picking season is well advanced before any volume
of fruit is acceptable to that outlet. Meyer's report indicated that it
seemed desirable to develop a type of tomato which will be more
satisfactory for this use.24 A majority of the producers' preferen-
ces in both areas was for the Rutgers variety. The major reasons
given by producers for preferring the Rutgers variety was the
belief that this variety produced higher yields, had less stem crack
and was slightly smaller than the Marglobe variety. (Appendix
Table V). Percentage differences in the acreage planted to the
various varieties, by the size of the tomato enterprise, and by areas
are presented in Figure 11.
Source of Plant Supply
The purchasing of plants by about half of the producers might
be attributed to their dislike of constructing a plant bed because of
the small scale of the enterprise (Appendix Table VI). L. J. Fenske
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of the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, reported in 1942
that the cost of producing plants averaged $2.30 per 1,000 plants
compared with a cost of $2.25 per 1,000 plants purchased. From
the standpoint of earliness, large plants are usually available from
Georgia and Florida earlier than plants grown in Tennessee, en-
abling growers to produce an earlier crop of tomatoes under normal
conditions. Beyond consideration of the availability of early plants
from nearby states and the cost of producing tomato plants, it is
highly important to consider the yields from home-grown and
shipped-in plants. Seaton and Strong reached the conclusion that
HUMBOLDT AREA
ACREAGE GROUP
1.25 TO 4.00 ACRES
ACREAGE GROUP
.5 TO 1.24 ACRES
RIPLEY AREA
ACREAGE GROUP ACREAGE GROUP
.5 TO 1.24 ACRES 1.25 TO 4.00 ACRES
o MIXED
~ MARGLOBE
• RUTGERS
Figure n.-Distribution of varieties of tomatoes planted by size of enterprise,
Humboldt and Ripley areas, Tennessee, 1949.
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shipped-in plants were only 42 percent healthy compared with 100
percent for home-grown plants; and the home-grown plants pro-
duced a yield of 29 tons compared to 13.87 tons for shipped-in
plants.2~ Inasmuch as high yields and high quality are closely
correlated,26 tomatoes sold from farms producing high yields should
be more acceptable to consumers. To obtain more assurance of
getting disease free plants most economically, one grower might
raise plants for several producers.
Fertilizer Practices
An analysis of the small, medium, and large acreage groups
by areas revealed considerable differences in the quantities of fer-
tilizers used; the small acreage group in the Humboldt area aver-
aged using 934 pounds per acre compared with 400 pounds in the
Ripley area; the medium acreage group averaged 1,000 pounds per
acre in the Humboldt area compared with 250 pounds in the Ripley
area. Reasons for these differences are yet to be determined. Do
the soils of the Ripley area give less response to fertilizer? Are
Ripley area farmers underestimating the relationship between
fertilizer and yields and quality? Do Humboldt area farmers over-
estimate this relationship?
Figure 12 indicates that most producers of both areas used
some fertilizer with the analysis and rates varying widely from
farm to farm. Preference for the 4-8-8 analysis was definitely
established in both areas.
The effect of the use of nitrate of soda as a side dressing is
controversial. Some buyers believe excessive use of nitrate of
soda causes puffiness of the tomatoes. Tests at an experiment
station do not agree with this ideaY Appendix Table VII gives the
pounds of side dressing applied by growers in both areas studied.
Although data showing the effect of nitrogen on tomato quality
are unavailable from Tennessee experiments, data are available on
input-output relationship of nitrogen to tomatoes as Table 20
indicates.
2f'H. S. Seaton and M. G. Strong, The Quality Bulletin (East Lansing-, Michigan : Agricultural
Experiment Station, Michigan State College, Vol. 20, No. 3, February, IB38), pp. 136. 137, and
1:18.
2(\.r. B. Hester and Harry F. Hall, Quality Tomatoes Throu,g:h Sound Farming Practices
(Riverton. New Jersey. January, 1942, Bul. 4), p. 7.
27.John A. Campbell and G. B. Ramspy. Influence of Source of Nitrog-en on Carrying Qualities
of Mississippi Tomatoes (State College Mississippi: Mississippi Agrieultural Experiment Station,
Information She(·t 415, October, 1948), pp. 1-2. Conclusions of Campbell and Ramsey indicate
that tomatoes receiving up to 15(-i pounds of total nitrogen not only pl'oduccd a higher yield but
also held up as ""v('II as tomatoes treated with 192 pounds of total nitrogen per acrp. Insofar
as it ean be determined, definite conclusions have not been reached on this problem by all
authorities. According to Paul Work on p. 31, The Tomato (New York: Oran~H~Judd Publishing
Company, 1945) nitrate of soda does not injure tomatoes until a concentration in the soil is
reached which is strong enough to withdraw water from piants by osmosis.
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• -PRODUCER, HUMBOLDT AREA x -PRODUCER, RIPLEY AREA
*SINCE THERE WAS ONLY ONE PRODUCER IN THE RIPLEY AREA,
THERE WAS NO BASIS OF COMPARISON FOR THE LARGE ACREAGE
GROUP.
Figure 12.-Pounds of fertilizer applied per acre by individual producers, by
size of enterprise, 129 producers, Humboldt and Ripley Areas, Tennessee, 1949.
ToMe 20.-A"cra!lc yields of tomaloes from differellt applicatiolls oj llitro!lcll, vVest
Telll/essee nxpcrilllelli Statioll, Jacksoll, 1930
... ------------ ---- .. _-------------~-----_.~--_._-----------_ .._ ..._--_ •..._--_.,,-
Rate of Application Yields
Bushels
No nitrate of soda plus 100 Ibs. 16% phosphate
50 Ibs. nitrate of soda plus 100 lbs. 16% phosphate
100 lbs. nitrate of soda plus 100 lbs. 16'fri phosphate
150 Ibs. nitrate of soda plus 100 Ibs. 16% phosphate
200 Ib8. nitrate of soda plus 100 Ibs. 16% phosphate -
300 lbs. nitrate of soda plus 100 Ibs. 16% phosphate ..
400 Ibs. nitrate of soda plus 100 Ibs. 16% phosphate -
600 lbs. nitrate of soda plus 100 lbs. 16% phosphate
102.3
140.5
202.0
216.0
235.6
240.5
228.5
171.7
Staking and Pruning
The advantages claimed for pruning and training were earli-
ness, ease of cultivating and spraying, ease of picking, and a higher
auality fruit. The results of research by Thompson indicate that
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quality is improved by pruning.2R The disadvantages are the higher
cost of labor in staking plus the additional cost of the stakes. The
results of research by Brooks and Spurlock at the University of
Florida give the man-hours required for staking and pruning in
one area.2!l According to Table 21, about three-fourths of the Hum-
boldt producers staked and pruned during 1948 and 1949, but only
about one-fourth of the Ripley producers followed these practices,
possibly because of later harvest dates and different soil characteris-
tics.
1'ah1<' ZI.---NlflJ1hcr alld /,CI"cell! of !'rodllccrs r,'/,ol"tiJu! stakill,(J alld /,rllllill!l of tomatoes,
lZ9 /,l"odlle<Ts, Tllf1J11wldt aJl(! Rif'lrc.' areas. Tell IIessee, NIB alld 1949
Humboldt Area
N~lml);;~--- Per~~ni Ripley An'tl-", N-l~~bel:------ Pf>rc('nt Total for Both AreasN~lm-bel' -Percent
1948
1949
70
83
70.0
83.0
5
7
17.2
24.1
75
90
MARKETING PRACTICES
Method of Determining Maturity
Meyer, in a report on the acceptability of Tennessee tomatoes
in the Detroit market, emphasized that tomatoes shipped from
Tennessee had been harvested before maturity.30 Green-wrap toma-
toes picked prior to the mature-green stage do not ripen well.
Therefore it is important that tomatoes for the green-wrap market
be picked at the proper stage of maturity. The principal criterion
used to judge maturity by farmers in the Humboldt area was a dark
green color. In the Ripley area, the principal method of deter-
mining maturity was by size and by dark green color (Figure 13).
Frequency of Harvesting
About half of the Humboldt growers harvested three times per
week. In contrast, a majority of the producers of the Ripley area
:!;"The results of six years of experiments by Thompson sh()\.\, that the yield of Grade I fruit
,vas slightly higher from pruned than unpruned plants. The> main advantage was the increased
early yield. For pruning to be profitable, the gross returns mu;.;t he in('rea~wd consi(lerably over
the returns from unpruned plants. The reouced cost of harvef'ting partly offsets the added
co::;t of pruning and staking. H. C. Thompson, Pruning and Training of Tomatoes (Ithaca.
New York: Agricultlll'al Experiment Station, Cornell Univ('l'sity, Bulletin 5HO, Jan., 1934), p. 12.
::!!lDonaldL. Brooks and A. H. Spurlock, Labor and Material Requirements, Costs of Produc-
ticn and Returns on Florida Tomatoes, (Gainesville. Florida, Florida Agricultural Experiment
Station, September, 1950). p. 19. This study indicated 124 man-houl's were required per acre
for staking in the Manatee Rushin area. The cost of labol" at $.50 per hour would be $62.00 and
a conservative estimate for annual depreciation on stakes :-;prcad over a four-year period would
he $35.00 making the cost of labor and stakes $97.00 per year.
3°0/1• cit., p. 4 (December. 1947 report.) If maturp-gre('n tomatoes are cut cross\vise the pulp
that fills the cells is jellylike. Seeds are dragg"ed aside by the knife and not cut through. In
immature tomatoes, seeds are easily cut and the jellylike consistency of the pulp if> underdeveloped.
This test ruins the tomato. but it serves to test onp's judgment until experience is gained. One
learns. ho\vever. to recognize a heightened gloss and a more whitif'h g:reen as tomatoes reach
the mature-green stage. The darkening of the "eye" or ring where the stem parts from the
fruit is an unreliable guide.
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PERCENT OF PRODUCERS
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SMOOTHER FINISH
DARK GREEN COLOR
CUT CROSSWISE*
WHITISH AT BLOSSOM END
SIZE AND DARK GREEN
GLOSSY FINISH
SIZE
COLOR AND GLOSSY fiNISH
II HUMBOLDT AREA
~ RIPLEY AREA
ON THOSE WITH ONE BAR, THERE WAS NO AVAILABLE
COMPARISON.
*CUT DIRECTLY ACROSS THE TOMATO TO AN IMAGINARY
PERPENDICULAR LINE FROM THE STEM END TO THE
TOP OF THE TOMATO.
Fig'ure la.-Criteria for determining maturity of green-wrap tomatoes, 110
producers, Humboldt and Hipley areas, Tennessee, 1949.
harvested twice weekly. According to an Indiana study, the farmer
can be guided by the grade obtained as to the frequency of pickingY
Containers Used for Harvest
Approximately 70 percent of the growers in the Humboldt area
used buckets and field crates in harvesting (Appendix Table VIII).
About one-tenth of them reported using containers with rough
edges, which is an objectionable practice because the fruit may be
cut or bruised. Use of linings for containers was limited to about
one-fourth of the growers. A majority of the Ripley growers used
16-quart round baskets as picking containers. Some growers be-
lieve the use of containers of this size or larger results in the bruis-
ing of fruit because of excessive weight. In many cases field crates
31John H. MacGillivray. Profits in Tomato Picking (Lafayette, Indiana: Agricultural EXP('f'i-
ment Station, Leaflet 18, April, 1936).
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were constructed of rough lumber and there were large cracks in
them.
Cover for Harvested Tomatoes
Table 22 indicates that growers provided few field shelters for
shading harvested tomatoes. Covering tomatoes with a sheet while
Table 22.-S/'ccified information concerning ((wer for hare'ested tomatoes, IIumboldt
and Hi!,le)' areas, T1'II11<'sse(', ]<)4<)
----- -------._---~~ ..... ~._. ~_~-.=-_-.~_-~-~=_..~~.~.~~__c_- --~.-=====
Practices Followed
Humlroldt Area Ripley Area
-Numb-~r-~)f---i;;-~~;~~tof -Number of Percent of
Producers Producers Producers Producers._--------- -- -----~ ~.._-----
Have field shelter for shading
tomatoes after picking G
No. covering tomatoes with a sheet 80
No. hours tomatoes left in
sun after picking
Less than 1 hour ~ 80
1 - 1.9 hours 11
2 - 2.9 hours ~ 7
3 - 3.9 hours 0
4 - 4.9 hours 2
G.O 1 3.4
80.0 6 20.7
80.0 16 55.2
11.0 7 24.1
7.0 6 20.7
0.0 0 0.0
2.0 0 0.0
awaiting transportation to the packing shed was a common practice
in the Humboldt area but not the Ripley area. No specific data
were obtained to correlate the effects of cover on sunscald. A
shelter or cover of some kind is an important consideration, since
the practice of leaving tomatoes in the sun until sun scald occurs
seriously affects the marketable yield and quality of tomatoes.
Most growers in both areas reported leaving tomatoes in the sun
for about an hour after picking. Since sunscald does not show
immediately, fruit packed when apparently sound may develop
lesions in transit. Such lesions disfigure the fruit and also open
the way for rot-producing fungi.32
WHERE TOMATO PRODUCERS OBTAIN INFORMATION
ABOUT IMPROVED PRACTICES
Farmers have a problem in making a decision to adopt an
improved farm practice. The process of adopting a practice may
involve hearing of the practice, discussing its advantages and dis-
advantages with other farmers or agricultural specialists, making
the decision to carry out the practice and obtain the information
needed. To determine the relative importance of the different
3:!Glen B. Ramsey and George K. K. Link, Market Diseases of Fruits and Vegetables (Wash-
ington, D. C.: V.S.D.A., Miscellaneous Publication No. 121, March. 1982), !lP. 28-29.
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Figun~ H.-Sources of information about improved practices of tomato
production.
agencies or factors in influencing production practices, producers
were asked to give the source of their information. Figure 14
indicates the sources as reported by the producers interviewed.
Nearly two-fifths of the sources through which information was dis-
seminated included the County Agents, S.C.A., P.M.A., and F.H.A.,
and Vocational Agricultural Teachers (including the Veteran Farm
Training Instructors). Farm supply dealers and local buyers ac-
counted for nine percent of the sources of information reported by
producers. These sources cannot be dismissed as unimportant.
Farm papers, radio, neighbors, and landlords made important con-
tributions according to about one-third of the producers. Exper-
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ience was reported as an important means of learning which prac-
tices are best adapted to local conditions.
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF TOMATO
MARKETING PRACTICES AND QUALITY
Improvements Suggested by Producers and Packer-Buyers for
Tomato Marketing
The first suggestion of importance made by producers was to
reduce expenses of sorting and packing at the packer-buyers' shed.
Producers believed the expenses at the packing shed could be
reduced by employment of a larger number of local packers and by
shipping a larger volume of tomatoes by truck. Secondly, producers
suggested that the harvesting of mature tomatoes be given more
careful consideration (Appendix Table IX). One-third of the pack-
er-buyers suggested that harvesting of mature green-wrap toma-
toes would improve quality. Furthermore, they believed passage
of a state tomato maturity law would result in the harvesting of a
higher percentage of mature tomatoes (Appendix Table X.) The
attitude of producers on enactment of this law is shown in Appendix
Table XI.
Pricing Plans
Several pricing plans have been employed in both tomato pro-
ducing areas of West Tennessee. However, the four plans that have
been used by a majority of the buyers were: (1) a specified price
per bushel field run; (2) a specified price per lug packed; (3) a
specified price per estimated bushel Number I's and II's combined
after grading; (4) a certain price per bushel Number I's and II's
separate after grading.
A majority of the producers expressed preference for pricing
plans one and three; about one-fifth preferred plan four. Inasmuch
as plan four would be based upon clearly defined grades, it is
believed that it would be most satisfactory for both growers and
buyers since it would compensate growers more adequately when
good quality tomatoes are marketed and would encourage the
production of good tomatoes.
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CONCLUSIONS IN BRIEF
The failure of the Tennessee tomato industry to provide con-
sumers with tomatoes meeting their preferences and the heavy costs
of wasteful production and marketing practices combined to work
against the economic welfare of the industry.
This study showed that 51 percent of the tomatoes actually
on the vine never reached the consumer, having been wasted either
on the vine as they approached the picking stage or between the vine
and the consumer. Farmers estimated that 25 percent of the crop
was unsalable because of insect and disease damage; 10 percent was
culled by dealers; !) percent was left in the field because low prices
made it unprofitable to harvest them; and 7 percent were lost
from flooding. The average market yield per acre of tomatoes for
the farmers reporting was 143 bushels. The range in yield was
from 20 to 400 bushels. Correlation analysis indicated that the
number of applications of insecticides and fungicides had more
influence on yield than any of the other variables considered.
Experimental research indicates that over two-thirds of the damage
from insects and diseases might be prevented with proper control.
This wastage and associated lowering of quality is so great as to
indicate clearly that farmers should take corrective measures to
reduce these losses by carrying out recommended production and
marketing practices.
It is recognized that reducing tomato wastage increases total
supply. However, a more satisfactory allocation of resources may
be obtained by diversion of land to other uses than by permitting
wastage of tomatoes.
Recommendations for Economic Improvement of Tennessee
Tomato Industry
What Producers Can Do.
1. Insed and Disease Damage. Economic loss from these
causes may be reduced greatly by an effective dusting and spraying
program. Leaflet No. 08 (reprint) April, 1950, Tennessee Agricul-
tural Extension Service and U.S.D.A., gives detailed recommenda-
tions.
2. Maturity. Producers of tomatoes for the green-wrap market
should harvest their tomatoes at the proper stage of maturity in
order to achieve better consumer acceptance of their product. There
appears to be a tendency on the part of growers to harvest tomatoes
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while still too immature. Home-grown tomatoes sold to retail gro-
cers for whom a bushel may be adequate for two or three days sales
should be picked so that approximately one-half of the tomatoes will
be pink and the remainder be mature-green. However, if the sales
are made to a store with a large volume of sales daily, most of the
tomatoes should be nearly ripe.
3. Size. Growers should produce as many tomatoes as possible
of the size most preferred by consumers. In two experiments
performed in three retail grocery stores, purchases of tomatoes of
different sizes were in the following proportions: small (1%-21.4
in.) 9.3 percent; medium (2%-3.0 in.) 31.9 percent; large (314-31;2
in.) 33.7 percent; very large (3iYt,-41/i in.) 25.1 percent.
4. Containers. Growers harvesting green-wrap tomatoes
should use smooth containers free from cracks and nails. Field
crates should have cleats on them to avoid bruising tomatoes when
crates are stacked. Home-grown tomatoes would be less bruised
in handling if producers packed them either in smaller baskets or
cardboard containers instead of in the round bushel baskets usually
used.
What Packer-Buyers Can Do.
1. Price Incentives. Tomato buyers should provide price incen-
tives for high quality tomatoes of proper degree of maturity in line
with the greater value of these tomatoes. Conversely, prices of low
quality and immature tomatoes should be properly discounted.
2. Handling Equipment. Any projections or rough edges of
handling equipment should be well padded with soft material to
avoid bruising tomatoes. Packing bins also should be adequately
padded.
What the Wholesale-Repacker Can Do.
1. Price Incentives. Incentives should be provided for high
quality tomatoes of the proper degree of maturity in accordance
with the greater value of these tomatoes. Conversely, prices of low
quality and immature tomatoes should be properly discounted.
2. Refrigeration. Adequate refrigeration should be provided
for tomatoes hauled long distances in hot weather. Ripening tem-
peratures in warehouses should range from 52° F. to 72° F. varying
with market demand. (The temperatures of over half of the stor-
age rooms surveyed ranged from 76° F. to 95° F.)
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3. Repacking Good Tomatoes. Good quality tomatoes should
be packed in consumer cartons and perhaps cartons with bottom
openings, which enable commmers to observe the stem ends of
tomatoes should be put into use in order to restore consumer demand
for cartoned tomatoes. The major reason that consumer prefer-
ence has shifted away from cartoned tomatoes appears to be that
consumers consistently found defective tomatoes in consumer
cartons.
What the Retail Grocer Can Do.
1. Price Incentive. Differentials should be made in prices paid
for tomatoes of different qualities in line with their salability.
This should serve to encourage producers and handlers to follow
practices which result in higher quality tomatoes reaching the con-
sumer.
2. Ripening. When tomatoes are held in retail stores long
enough to require it, provisions should be made for controlled
ripening at proper temperatures. Retailers with slow or uncertain
turnover who buy tomatoes only two or three times weekly would
want only a small percentage of them to be ripe on the day of pur-
chase. Retailers with sufficiently rapid turnover could increase
their sales by handling somewhat riper tomatoes inasmuch as con-
sumers in a store experiment purchased 83 percent of their toma-
toes in a ripe and very ripe stage.
3. Use of Consumer Cartons. The possibility of using con-
sumer cartons enabling consumers to get a more complete view of
the tomatoes should be explored. Farmers should be encouraged
to use the conventional cardboard containers with liners between
each layer of tomatoes for delivery of tomatoes to the retail stores.
4. Size. Retailers should attempt to sell tomatoes which cor-
respond as nearly as possible to the sizes preferred by consumers.
(For size specifications see above section 3 under "What Producers
Can Do").
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Appendix
POUNDS
24.5
23.5
22.5
21.5
20.5
19.5
I
,
18.5
17.5
16.5
Grades Price
X Y
31.9 88.0
40.5 80.0
33.6 G4.0
79.6 56.0
79.1 40.0
45.3 32.0
no.O 3GO.0
x, Yl
PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION 10.5 80.0
KN OXVI LLE. TENNE SSEE 17.7 72.01950 12.9 5G.0
15.7 48.0
18.8 32.0
26.7 24.0
102.3 312.0
••. SEVEN YEAR MOVING AVERAGE
Appendix Fi~ure l.-Per capita consumption of fresh tomatoes, retail weight,
United States, 1909-1950 and U. S. comparison with l(noxville, Tennessee, 19501.
./ppeJldix TaNc f.-CoeHicieJlls of IIIII//iple corr<'ialioJl. de/erllliJla/ioJl, slaJldar'd error
of ,'stilllill,·. correcled N. />el<ls. aJld Fiest
CoefIi<"ienb,
Coefficient of multiple
c01'l'elation':'
Coefficient of multiple
determination
Standard errol' of estimate
Corrected R~
Betas:
(Income)
__ (1'J~2J11Jl:l!_i~~amily )
.5592
,3127
1.G708
.2981
.2381
.05G7
3.22!J8
.02G2
.4823 .2373
,lG03 ,0031
._------------------------
Vahws
Fan-
.5234
.2739
1.8G36
.2584
*According- to the "F''' test, tht're is little (1/100) chance that thl' COl' relation ohserved for
the spring, fall and winter seasons is due to sampling chance, while then' is a high probability
that the correlation observed for the Hummer is due bl sampling ehance.
.4378
,lG44
1. ~---"."----, Consumption of Food in the United States. 1900-] \)48 (Washington, D. G.,
U.S.D.A., Bureau of Agricultural Economic~, U. S. Government Printing Office, MiDcellaneous
Publication No. 691), l). 115.
Winter
.4862
.2364
1.7428
.2203
.4517
.1590
Pref{'n~nces
TypeContainers:
Field crates
20-40 lb. lugs
Bushel baskets
Total
Size:
5 x 5
5 x 6
6 x 6
6 x 7
Total
Grades:
U. S. No. I
U. S. No. II
Field Run
Total
Varieties:
Rutgers
Marglobe
Grothen Globe
Total
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Price
Y
88.0
80.0
G4.0
5G.0
40.0
32.0
:3GO.0
y,
80.0
72.0
5G.0
48.0
32.0
24.0
312.0
Prcferenl'(,s
Type Containers:
Field crates
20-40 lb. lugs
Bushel baskets
Total
Varieties:
Rutgers
Marglobe
Grothen Globe
Total
X"
107Uil
1640.25
1128.lJ6
6:~:J(UG
G256.81
2052.0lJ
18485.88
X::'l
110.25
:n3.2H
1G6.41
246.4lJ
353.44
712.8lJ
IH02.77
y"
7744.0
G400.0
40%.0
3136.0
1600.0
1024.0
24000.0
Y'l
G400.0
5184.0
3136.0
2304.0
1024.0
576.0
18624.0
(Tabl" continued. page 48)
XY
2807.20
3240.00
2150.40
4457.60
3164.00
144lJ.60
17268.80
X-,y,
840.00
1274.40
722.40
753.60
601.60
640.80
4832.80
A!'J'clldix 'faNc 11.~-5·1I/11}}/(1r-" 0/ oriuilla[ dala 0/1 dCII/alld [or yradcs A, B, & C
to/Julfocs 'wit h ",t(lryiH.l1 prict? [c'i.'cls
---_._----_._-_._--~.-_._-
, .._----------------
Equation for the best
fitting straight line is:
Y 88.4 - .55 X
l' -.55
<TY.x = 16.70
Equation for the best
fitting straight line is:
Y1 = 104.34 -- 3.07 Xl
<TY1,X1 = 12.29
Number Percent
The data under X l'l'lHl'senLs gTade H sales expl'essl'd as a l)ereent of grade A sales. Under Y
the data rt'pr<:'s(-'nLs gl'adp B priet's expressed as a percent of g'rade A pricer;. Likewise, under Xl
grade> C O'ales ,ne expressed as a pen'(-'nt of grade A sales. Under Yl grade C pl'ices are expressed
as a pen't'nL of grade A prices.
A!'J,,'lldix T"N" 1II,-I'rc/,'rcllccs 0/ 7('/W[,'S,,[,TS alld jol>!"TS Oil f}'pc conlaillcr, si:::e,
,(/r"d,'s (/lid /'/'('paralioll lor IIl<1d>cI, .111111'!()50
Grades
X
31.D
40.5
33.6
79.G
7D.l
45.3
310.0
Xl
10.5
17.7
12.D
15.7
18.8
26.7
102.3
Total
Size:
5 x 5
5 x 6
6 x (;
6 x 7
Total
Grades:
U. S. No. I
U. S. No. II
Field Run _
16 69.7
5 21.7
2 8.6
23 100.0
4 17.4
4 17.4
10 43.5
5 21.7
23 100.0
8 34.8
3 13.0
12 52.2
23 100.0
12 52.2
7 30.4
4 17.4
23 100.0
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Ripeness:
Mature-green
Slightly pink
Pink
Ripe
Total
14
4
5
o
23
A /,/,(lIdix TaMe f /',-f'r([er(II,'"S o[ 'whole,wlers alld joM)ers 011 prc/'aratian of
tOllwlo(s for IlIark,'I, t.\'/,,' o[ /,ack alld refri.'!cratioll mclhod
Nunlher Percent
.. _----_. -----------------
Preparation for mm'ket:
Waxed
Unwaxed
Total
Unwrapped
Wrapped
Total
Type Pack:
U. S. Straight
Bridge
Do !lot lmow
Total
Refrigeration Method:
Mechanical
Ice
None
Total
1Nine of thp johbel':-> vurehascd tomatoes from repackers .
9
5
141
13
1
141
9
3
11
231
3
3
8
141
. / !,/,ell'dix TaM( V.-Nea.l'illls for /,1'<'[<,rrill.'1 dijTacllt ,-an,'tl<,S of tOll/atocs, 129
producers, llllllll",/dt alld Ni/,I,'.\' areas, TCIIIICSSC,', 1')49
R('a~on:-; fo\' Preferring
Different Varieties uf
Tonultoes
Humboldt Area Ripley Are-a--
Rutgprs Mandobe Total Rutgers Marglobe Total
"-- N~~~b~~~~-Producers-- .__ Nun::ber Producers
Disease resistant
Size and shape
Higher yield
Carrying
Color , _ .
Better shipper
Less stem cracks
Smoother
Less bunchy
No preference
- ~--------------- ---._------
7 1 8
14 4 18
14 6 20
4 1 5
2 1 3
2 2
15 2 17
9 1 10
2 2
15
67 18 100
._--------
Total
7
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
60.9
17.4
21.7
0.0
100.0
64.2
35.8
100.0
92.9
7.1
100.0
39.1
13.1
47.8
100.0
21.4
21.4
57.2
100.0
9
1
4
1
2
2
10
29
Practices
Sourceof Supply:
Purchasing plants _
Growing plants
Total producers
Item
Poundsused per acre:
0- 49
50- 99
100-149
150-199
200 and over
Total
Types of
Containers Used
Buckets
Field crates
Baskets (round)
Baskets (round)
Coal scuttles
Hamper
Climax basket
Total15__ ---=.4
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Appelldix Table /'1,-.)'01lrec of plallt SII1,},ly alld productiun practices, 129 producers,
IInill!ioldt and Nip!e)' Areas, Tcnnessee, 1949
Practiceg
-----------H:;-mboldt Area Rij')leY·Ar~a
N~~l;~'rof-----Percent of Numbet· of Percent of
Producers Producers Producers Producers
-----
Source of Supply:
Purchasing plants
Growing plants
41
59
41.0
59.0
20
9
68.9
31.1
__ !g~al producers 100 100.0 29 100.0
A/'I'l'Ildix TaNe ['11.-1'ounds of nitrate of soda applied as a side dressin!J per acre
uJ tOillatoes. N) prodlfcers, JJlflllbuldt and Nij1ley areas, Teuncssee
--_._._,_.,._--~
Item Humboldt Area Ripley Area
---------
Number Percent Number Percent
Farms reporting 100 29
Farms using nitrate of soda_ 38 38.0 8 28.0
Pounds used per acre:
0- 49 4 10.5 1 12.5
50- 9~) 4 10.5 2 25.0
100-149 13 44.7 3 37.5
150-1DD 10 26.3 2 25.0
200 and over 7 18.5 0
Total 38 100.0 8 100.0------------------
A/,pcndix FaNe ['111.-(,'roz(icrs rc}'ortiu.'} types oj },iclcing containers, 129 }'rOdlfCers,
11nlll!JU!dt and Hip/c)' areas. Tennessee, 1949
Humboldt Area Ripley Area Total
Types of -Nu~};e'~P~~~~~'~~t- Nu~i;;r--l )~~:(-:-~~~t-'Numher
Containers Used Capacity Producers Producers Producers Prorlucprs Reporting
-------------- ------_._~-------_._--'--_.- . -~--_ .._._._----~---------- ---_._---
Buckets 8 qt. 1 1.0 1 3.4 2
10 qt. 7 7.0 7
12 qt. 32 32.0 32
14 qt. 5 5.0 5
16 qt. 7 7.0 2 6.9 9
Field crates 1 bu. 18 18.0 18
Baskets (round) 1 bu. 4 4.0 4
Baskets (round) 16 qt. 10 10.0 21 72.4 31
Coal scuttles 15 qt. 6 6.0 6
Hamper % bu. 10 10.0 10
Climax basket 5 17.3 5
Total 100 100.0 29 100.0 129
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--------------
2
1
1
6
1
1
4
1
1
2
2
6
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
Total
.il'f'elldix FO/ile 1.'\.-ToIll0{0 1II0rkcfillgiJlI/,rO-"CJlICJlfs sllyyesled 11.1' 129 prodllcers,
lllllliboidialld NiNey orcas, T<'IlIlessee, 1()49
Sllggested Improvements
Reduce pacl\ing shed expense
Local packers should not
purchase immature tomatoes
Farmers should harvest mature
tomatoes
Need improvement in grading
at packing shed
Market tomatoes pink
Farmers should know price
before sale
Acreage allotment
Control of disease and sell in
central markets
Too many small buyers and no
govenllYlent subsidies
Produce higher quality tomato,
more local buyer competition
Omit use of nitrate of soda and
more careful handling by
packer
Operate marketing associations
and reduce middlemen's profits
Earlier tomato and more
pl'ice stability
None
Total
---- ------------- ---------------
Humboldt Area
N~~~l;~~r~f----P~~~-nt of
Producers Producers
Ripley Area
N-~-~i;erof'-Percent of
Producers Producers .----- -------------
------------ -==--'----
AI'/'<'I/(tix FaMc X.-SIl.'I!J,·sfioJls for illl/,ro,·ill.'1 Ilze JllIlrlcetiJl.'J of fOlllafoes, 19
I'ad·,-r-lilly,·rs. I I IIlJl/'o/df alld Nip/,·y areas. F<'Illlesser. 1949
Suggestions Made hy Packer-Buyers
--,~-_._-- -- -.,- --- ----
29 29.0
7 7.0
15 15.0
3 3.0
5 5.0
1 1.0
4 4.0
4 4.0
2 2.0
3 3.0
5 5.0
9 9.0
5 5.0
8 8.0
100 100.0
---- .._------
o
3 10.3
0
4 13.8
0
0
0
0
0
9 31.0
0
13 44.9
0
0
29 100.1}----._---_ ..,--
No. of Packer-Buyers
Mak!!1g" SU~'~~ions
Producer raise plants
Proper use of insecticides
Grade properly
Pick mature tomatoes
Reject culls, buy tomatoes by pound
Ship pink tomatoes
Reduce amount of nitrate of soda
Stake tomatoes
Use more potash and less nitrogen
Detail inspectors well acquainted with grades
Too much bulk in one package
Passage of a tomato maturity law
Increase truck load limit
Grow higher quality tomatoes
Use padded containers
Purchase tomatoes by weight
Buyers and growers responsible for immature tomatoes
Restrict shipments to capacity of market
Teach growers grade standards and quality
Use more lime, phosphate and potash
Revamp inspection system
Grow larger acreage and cultivate propel'ly
91l.1·e!lILh_al'.ves_tillJL(j!J:.ol11atoes_
The sugge8tions do not total 19 because some buyers gave more than one ~mggestion.
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.-l!,!,cildix Table XT.-/illitudc Oil C1wclllll'll! of a slate tOllllltO lIlaturity law, 129
T'roducas, TTlf1i1!JrJldt aild T~i!,!cy areas, Tell/leSSee, 1949
Attitude of Producers
Favoring passage:
Better quality would be
marketed
Better quality tomatoes would
sell better
Oppose passage:
Too difficult to determine
maturity
Would be too many culls
Present tomato law should be
enforced
Don't know
Total
- ---~----._ ..._--_._---_._-----~-~._-- ------------~-
Humboldt Area Ripley Area
Number of Percent of Number of Percent of
Producers Prodllcer~ ProducerR Producers
-----
43
11
43.0
11.0
5
£)
17.2
31.0
£) 9.0
8 8.0
6 6.0 1 3.5
23 23.0 14 48.3
100 100.0 29 100.0
